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AN IDEAL THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATION 
OF FINITE SETS, FINITE ALGEBRAS, AND 
cr-ALGEBRAS OF COUNTABLY GENERATED TYPE 
DETLEF PLACHKY 
(Communicated by Anatolij DvureZenskij ) 
ABSTRACT. It is shown that a non-empty set ft is finite if and only if any ideal 
of the set V(ft) of all subsets of ft is of the type {A C ft: A-(A-) = 0} for some 
probability charge /x on V(ft). Moreover, it is proved that an algebra A of subsets 
of an arbitrary set ft is finite if and only if any maximal ideal of A is finitely 
generated. Finally, it is shown that a cr-algebra A of subsets of an arbitrary 
set ft is of countably generated type, i.e. there does not exist a {0, l}-valued 
probability measure P defined on A vanishing for all atoms of A, if and only if 
every maximal a -ideal of A is countably generated. 
1. Introduction and main result 
It is well-known that V(£l) and, therefore, also any algebra A of subsets of ft 
is a ring by introducing addition as A (symmetric difference) and multiplication 
as fl (intersection). An ideal I C A might be described by the property of 
stability under unions (i.e. A^ G / , j = 1,2, implies A1UA2e I) and stability 
under inclusion (i.e. B C - A e J , B e A, yields Bel). Moreover, 0 G J and 
r n 
ft £ I should be valid. In particular, 1(G) = \ \J Ak n Gk : Ak G A, GkeG , 
1 k=i 
1 n 
k=-l,...,n, n G N > is the ideal generated by G C A provided (J Gk = fl 
J k=i 
is impossible for a finite number Gk, k = 1, . . . ,n , n G N, of elements of G. 
Therefore, 1(G) = An ( [J Gk) holds true in the case G = {C715..., Gn} C A, 
v k = i ' 
n 
where (J Gk 7-= fi is fulfilled. Hence, a maximal ideal I C A of A being finitely 
fc=i 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s Sub j ec t C lass i f i cat ion: Primary 28A05, 28E15. 
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generated, i.e. / = I(Q) is valid with Q = {Gv..., Gn} C A, (J Gk 7- ft, if 
fc=i 
and only if 7 = .4 n A] holds true, where -A7 (7-= ft) is an atom of A. 
Moreover, a maximal ideal I C A oi A might be characterized by I = 
{.4 G ..A : /x(A) = 0 } , where /i is a {0, l}-valued probability charge on A (cf. [2; 
p. 38]), where some non-negative, finitely additive set function \i: A -» R with 
l/(ft) = 1 is called in the sequel probability charge. Therefore, the property of A 
that any maximal ideal of A is finitely generated yields for the ideal 1^ defined 
by {A c ft : u £ A}, u> G ft fixed, the representation Iw = .>4 n .A£, where 
A^ (7-= ft) is an atom of A. Hence A is in the case under consideration already 
atomic, i.e. ft is equal to the union of the atoms of A. Finally, the number 
of atoms of A must be finite in the case where all maximal ideals of A are 
already finitely generated, since otherwise there would exist some {0,1}-valued 
probability charge /i on A vanishing for all atoms of A on account of the 
fact that any {0,1}-valued probability charge on an algebra of subsets of ft 
might be extended to any larger algebra of subsets of ft as a {0,1}-valued 
probability charge (cf. [2; p. 75]). Now the maximal ideal I C A of A defined 
by {A e A: /i(A) = 0} is of the type AnAcj with At (7-= ft) as an atom of A. 
Hence one arrives at the contradiction Aj £ I and n(Aj) = 0. 
Obviously, any ideal of A is finitely generated in the case where A is already 
finite. Therefore, the first part of the following result has been proved: 
T H E O R E M 1. Let A stand for an algebra of subsets of a non-empty set ft. 
Then A is finite if and only if any maximal ideal of A is finitely generated. 
Moreover, ft is finite if and only if any ideal of 'P(ft) is of the type {A C ft : 
fi(A) = 0} for some probability charge /1 on P( f t ) . 
P r o o f . It remains to show that the property of ft to be finite is equivalent 
to the property of 'P(ft) that any ideal of 'P(ft) is of the type {A C ft : 
/i(A) = 0} for some probability charge /i on 'P(ft). Obviously, any ideal of 
'P(ft) is of the type {A C ft : (i(A) = 0} for some probability charge fi on 
'P(ft) in the case where ft is already finite, since any ideal is then a principal 
ideal, i.e. of the type 'P(ft) n A for some A C ft, A 7-= ft. 
In the case where any ideal of 'P(ft) is of the type {A C ft : /i(A) = 0} the 
underlying set ft must be countable. Otherwise, according to [5; p. 45], there 
would exist pairwise disjoint subsets ft^ of ft, i C / , satisfying card(ft i) = 
card(ft), i G l , and card(I) = card(ft). Therefore, the ideal / of 'P(ft) denned 
by {A C ft : card(A) < card(N)} is not of the type {A C ft : 11(A) = 0} 
for some probability charge \i on P(f t ) , since otherwise /i(At) > 0, i G / , with 
card(I) > card(N) would be valid, which is impossible. 
Now it is shown that the ideal of V(K) defined by {A C N : A finite} is 
not of the type {A C N : /i(A) = 0} for some probability charge fi on V(N), 
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which proves that fi must be already finite if any ideal of V(Fl) is of the type 
{ i c f l : /J>(A) = 0} for some probability charge \i on V(ft). 
For the proof that there does not exist any probability charge // on V(N) 
satisfying ^({n}) = 0, n G N, and fJ,(A) > 0 for all infinite subsets A of 
N, one starts from a system of subsets A{ of N, i G / , such that A{ n A. is 
finite for i,j G / , i 7-= j , and being maximal with respect to inclusion among 
all systems of subsets of N of the type which has just been introduced. The 
lemma of Zorn yields the existence of such a maximal system of subsets where 
the property of maximality is equivalent to the effect that for any infinite subset 
B of N satisfying B ^ {Ai : i G 1} there exists some i0 G I such that 
B n Aio is infinite. Moreover, one might assume in the sequel that I is not 
finite, since one might start from a system of infinite subsets A® of N, i = 
1,2,. . . , being pairwise disjoint and might consider a maximal system {A{ : 
i G 1} of infinite subsets of N with the property that Ai n A- is finite for 
i,j G / , i 7*- j , containing already {A? : i = 1 , 2 , . . . } . Here A? might be 
chosen as {2npi : n = 1, 2 , . . . }, i = 1,2, . . . , where px < p2 < . . . denotes 
all prime numbers. It will now be shown that the corresponding set / is not 
countable. Otherwise, card(J) = card(N) admits the introduction of pairwise 
disjoint subsets A\ defined by A{ n (A{ U • • • U A{_r) , i = 1 ,2 , . . . , (A0 stands 
for N). Now one arrives by A{ = A[iu(Ain(A1U- • - U ^ . J ) , i = 1, 2 , . . . , that A[ 
are infinite subsets of fJ, i = 1,2, . . . , since Ain(A1U- • -UA^^ , i = 2, 3 , . . . , is 
finite. Moreover, there does not exist any infinite subset B of ft satisfying B ^ 
{A\ : i G i} and BnA'{ being finite for all z G I on account of the maximality 
of {Ai : i G / } • In the case B £ {A{ : i G / } there exists some i0 G I such that 
BnAio is infinite. Therefore, BnAi(j = (BnA
f
io)u(BnAion(A1U--UA^^)) 
yields that B n A'io is infinite, too. Moreover, the case B = Ako for some 
k0 G / results in B n Ak = A'k , where A'k is infinite. However, in the case 
card(/) = card(N) there exists obviously some infinite subset B of N satisfying 
B £ {A[ : i £ 1} such that B n A^ is finite for all i G i \ One might choose for 
any i G I some ni G Ai and introduce B as {n{ : i E I}. Hence, { ^ : i £ 1} 
is an uncountable system of infinite subsets Ai of N such that A{ n A. is finite 
for i, j G / , i 7-= j . In particular, it has been shown that any maximal system 
of infinite subsets A{ of N, i G N, being almost disjoint, i.e. Ai n A- is finite, 
i j ' E / , i 7-- j , is finite or uncountable (cf. [5; p. 242, Lemma 23.9], concerning 
an explicit description of an uncountable system of subsets of N being almost 
disjoint). Now the equation J [J B.) = £ (-l)k+1 £ fi(B. n • • - n B . ) 
Vj=i J7 k=i i<h<-<h<n
 n 0hJ 
for all B, C fi, j = l , . . . , n , and any probability charge lx on V(fl) (cf. [2; 
p. 36]) implies for some probability charge \i on V(N) satisfying /J<({n}) = 0 and 
li(A) > 0 for all infinite subsets A of N, that /if U AA = J_ M A ) is valid for 
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any finite subset J of 7, where Ai, i G l , are infinite subsets of N being almost 
disjoint with card(J) > card(N). In particular, /x(N) = 1 yields that there exists 
only finitely many sets Ai G {Ai : i e 1} satisfying -^-y < fi(A{) < £ for some 
fixed n G N. Thus one arrives at the contradiction that I is countable. • 
Remark (Related topics of the theory of Boolean algebras). M. Erne 
has kindly drawn my attention to the following facts related to the first part of 
Theorem 1, which might be found in [3] on: 
page 181: Show that every Noetherian Boolean lattice is finite (Exercise 5); 
page 184: A lattice L is Noetherian if and only if every ideal of L is principal; 
page 184: Let A be an algebra whose congruence relations form a Noether-
ian distributive lattice. Then A has a unique representation as irre-
dundant finite subdirected product of subdirectly irreducible factors 
(Theorem 5). 
However, this references do not meet the case of maximal ideals. This is the 
case concerning [1; p. 199, Theorem 9]: Let A be an infinite Boolean algebra. 
Then there exists a prime ideal P of A which is in its own right a Boolean ring 
without unit. 
Taking into consideration that a finitely generated algebra A of subsets of a 
non-empty set fi is already finite, one might expect that a countably generated 
a -algebra A of subsets of fi might be characterized by the property that any 
maximal ideal of A being a cr-ideal ("maximal a -ideal" for brevity) is countably 
generated. Here an ideal J of the cr-algebra A is called a-ideal if / is stable 
with respect to unions of countably many sets belonging to i". The notion of a 
countably generated a-ideal I of a cr-algebra A of subsets of a non-empty set ft 
oo 
might be introduced as follows: Let Q C A satisfy [j Gk ^ Q for any countable 
k=l 
subset {G17 C72,... } of Q. Then the cr-ideal 1(G) of the cr-algebra A generated 
by G is defined by { U -4fc n Gk : Ak G A, Gk G G, fc = 1,2, . . .} and a 
cr-ideal I of the cr-algebra A is called countably generated if I = I{Q) for some 
countable subset Q = {G^ G 2 , . . . } of A is valid, i.e. i" = A n ( (J Gk) holds 
true with U Gk¥"^' 
k=i 
It might be surprising that the preceding ideal theoretic property of a 
cr-algebra A of subsets of Q, ̂  0 is characterized by the property of A to 
be of countably generated type, i.e. there does not exist any probability measure 
P on A being {0, l}-valued and vanishing for all atoms of A. 
THEOREM 2. Let A stand for a a-algebra of subsets of a non-empty set Q. 
Then A is of countably generated type if and only if every maximal a-ideal of 
A is countably generated. 
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P r o o f . At first it will be shown that a maximal a -ideal of A being count-
ably generated might be characterized by the property to be of the type { A G A : 
P(A) = 0 } , where P stands for some {0, l}-valued probability measure on A 
satisfying P(A0) = 1 for some atom A0 G A of A with A0 ^ ft. In the case 
where 7 is a maximal cr-ideal of A being countably generated, the property of 
I to be a maximal cr-ideal of A implies I = {A G A : P(A) = 0} for some 
{0,1}-valued probability measure P on A. Moreover, one arrives by the prop-
erty of I to be countably generated at I = An A0 with A0 G A being some 
atom A0 G A satisfying A0 ^ ft, i.e. P(A0) = 1 is valid. For the proof of the 
converse implication one might start from some ideal I of A being of the type 
{A G A : P(A) = 0} for some {0, l}-valued probability measure P on A satis-
fying P(A0) = 1 for some atom A0 G A of A with A0 ^ ft. Hence I = An A% 
holds true, i.e. I is even a principal ideal on account of / = /({.Ag}). Now 
everything is prepared for the proof of Theorem 2, since in the case where any 
maximal cr-ideal is countably generated, one arrives by means of the maximal 
cr-ideal defined by {A £ A: P(A) = 0 } , where P is some {0, l}-valued proba-
bility measure on A at {A G A : P(A) = 0} =AnA% for some atom A0 ^ ft 
of A, from which P(A0) = 1 follows. For the proof of the converse implication 
one concludes that any maximal cr-ideal I of A is countably generated if every 
{0,1}-valued probability measure is already concentrated with probability one 
on some atom of A different from ft. This follows from / = { A G A : P(A) = 0} 
for some {0,1}-valued probability measure P on A, i.e. P(AQ) = 1 for some 
atom A0 7-= ft of A is valid. Therefore, I = AnA0, i.e. I = l({A0}) holds true. 
• 
R e m a r k (Genera l i za t ion of T h e o r e m 1 a n d T h e o r e m 2). The preceding 
Theorem 2 might be extended as follows: A system A of subsets of a set ft 7-= 0 
will be called K-algebra, where K denotes some cardinal number, if ft G A is 
valid and A is stable with respect to complements and unions of sets Ak G A, 
k G if, of the type IJ Ak, card(if) < K. Moreover, an ideal I C A of A 
keK 
being stable under unions (J Ak, Ak G I , k G if, card(if) < tc, will be 
keK 
called K-ideal, and a maximal ideal of A being also a K-ideal will be called 
maximal K-ideal for brevity. Finally, a set function P: A —> R with A as a 
K;-algebra satisfying P(A) > 0, A G A, -P(ft) = 1, and being K-additive, i.e. 
P[ (J Ak) = ^2 P(Ak) is valid for pairwise disjoint sets Ak G A, k G if , 
Kkei< ' keK 
card(if) < K, will be called K-additive probability measure. Here J2 P(Ak) 
keK 
is defined by sup £ P(Ah)> where K stands for all finite subsets of K. In FЄJC kЄF 
' U 
kЄK 
particular, p ( \J A f e) ^ 0 i s v a l i d in the case Ak 6 A, P(Ak) = 0, k € K, 
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card(If) < K, if P denotes some K-additive probability measure defined on the 
^-algebra A. Moreover, one arrives in the case of a finite cardinal number K > 2 
by means of K -algebras and K -probability measures at algebras and probability 
charges, respectively. 
In the case where A is a /c-algebra of subsets of a set fi 7-= 0, the ideal 1(G) 
generated by G C A satisfying (J Gk 7-= ft for any collection Gke G, k e K, 
card(iir) < K, is defined by { (J Ak n Gk : Ak e A, Gk e G, k e K, 
caxd(K) = K >. In particular, an ideal J C A of the /c-algebra A is called 
K-generated if I = /(£) holds true for some £ = {Gk e A : k e K}, 
card(-RT) = /c, satisfying (J G. ^ fi, G. e G, j e J , J C K. Now the proof 
jeJ 
of the preceding Theorem 2 yields in the case where K > 2 is some cardinal 
number that any maximal K-ideal of the rc-algebra is ^-generated if and only 
if any Ac-probability measure on A being {0,1}-valued is equal to 1 for some 
atom of A. In particular, the special case of a finite cardinal number K > 2 
yields the preceding Theorem 1, since an A algebra of subsets of a set ft is 
finite if and only if any probability charge on A being {0,1}-valued is equal to 
1 for some atom of A. This might be seen by the proof of the preceding The-
orem 1 yielding in the case where A has the property that every {0,1}-valued 
probability charge on A is already equal to 1 for some atom of A together 
with the assumption that A is infinite the contradiction that there exists some 
{0,1}-valued probability charge on A vanishing for all atoms of A. 
2. Examples and applications 
The notion of a a -algebra of countably generated type occurring in connec-
tion with the preceding Theorem 2 might be illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE (COUNTABLY GENERATED CT-ALGEBRAS). Every countably gener-
ated (j-algebra A of subsets of a set ft is of countably generated type, since the 
0 0 
atoms of A might easily be described by the non-empty sets of the type f] Ai 
i=\ 
with Ai e {G^G?}, where Gi e A, i = 1,2,... , generate A. In particular, 
any {0, l}-valued probability measure P on A has the property P(A0) = 1 for 
0 0 
some atom A0 e A of Ay namely A0 = f] Ai, where Ai is equal to Gi or G\ 
i=\ 
in the case P(Gi) = 1 or P(Gf) = 1 respectively, i = 1,2,.... However, the 
special case where A is equal to the set V(R) of all subsets of R shows that 
A is of countably generated type without being already countably generated. 
This follows from the observation that any {0,1}-valued probability measure P 
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on V(R) is equal to some one-point mass at some x G R, since the restriction 
.Pi/SCR) with #(R) as the Borel a -algebra of R is of this type according to 
the preceding considerations. Moreover, any countably generated <r-algebra A 
has the property card(*4) < card(R) (cf. [4; p. 26]), i.e. V(R) is not countably 
generated. 
One should point out that it cannot be decided in ZFC whether 'P(ft) with 
card(ft) = Ka is not countably generated, since there are models of ZFC such 
that the continuum hypothesis respectively Martin's axiom together with the 
negation of the continuum hypothesis holds true (see [5; p. 232]). In the first 
mentioned case, V(iY) is not countably generated according to the same argu-
ment yielding that 'P(R) is not countably generated (cf. [4; p. 26]). In the model 
of ZFC where Martin's axiom together with the negation of the continuum hy-
pothesis holds true, 'P(ft) with card(ft) = Nj does not have a minimal generator 
(cf. [7; p. 39]), which implies that 'P(ft) with card(ft) = Nj is countably gener-
ated (cf. [7; p. 37, Proposition 54]). The interest in the question whether 'P(ft) 
with card(ft) = Na is not countably generated is justified by the equivalence to 
the hypothesis that any metric space with countably generated Borel cr-algebra 
is separable (cf. [6]), which cannot be proved in ZFC by the preceding consider-
ations. 
Theorem 2 might also be illustrated by the following example: 
E X A M P L E (ULAM MEASURABLE CARDINALS). A set ft is called Ulam measur-
able if there exists some {0, l}-valued probability measure P on the set V(fl) 
of all subsets of ft such that P({v}) — 0 for all u G ft is fulfilled. According to 
the preceding theorem the property of ft to be Ulam measurable is equivalent 
to the property of ft that there exists some maximal a -ideal of P(ft) being not 
countably generated. 
In the sequel it will be shown that the property of a cr-algebra to be of 
countably generated type is preserved under the operations concerning traces 
and direct products. However, the property of a a -algebra to be of countably 
generated type is not preserved under inclusion since the cr-algebra A of subsets 
of a set ft with card(ft) = Ha, generated by the singletons {u>}, u) G ft, i.e. 
A = {A C ft : A or ft \ A is countable} is not of countably generated type, 
whereas V(ft) is of countably generated type according to a theorem of Ulam 
(cf. [5; p. 303, Lemma 27.7]). The preceding example about countably generated 
cr-algebras tells that one might replace ft by R. 
APPLICATION (CONSERVATION WITH RESPECT TO TRACES OF cr-ALGEBRAS). 
Let A denote a cr-algebra of subsets of a set ft 7-= 0 and let A stand for some 
non-empty subset of ft. Then the trace An A of A with respect to A is of 
countably generated type if A is already of countably generated type. This 
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follows from the observation that one arrives by some {0,1}-valued probability 
measure P on AnA0 according to P0 defined by P0(A) = P(AnA0), A e A, 
at some {0,1}-valued probability measure P0 on A. Therefore, P0(A) = 1 is 
valid for some atom A e A of A. Moreover, A n A0 is an atom of A n A0, since 
B n A0 C i n i 0 for some B e A satisfying B n A0 ^ 0 implies Ac B. The 
other case B C Ac cannot occur on account of BnA0 C AnA0 and Bni0 7-- 0. 
Finally, Ac B yields B n A0 = A n A0. Hence AnA0 is an atom of A n A0 . 
A similar consideration shows that the a -algebra a(AU {A0}) generated by 
AU {A0} is of countably generated type if A is of countably generated type. 
For the proof one might start from some {0,1}-valued probability measure P' 
on cr(.A U {A0}), where A is of countably generated type. Then P introduced 
as the restriction Pf\j[ of P' to A is some {0,1}-valued probability measure 
on A satisfying P(-4X) = 1 for some atom Ax e A of A. Therefore, Ax = 
(Ax n A0) U (Ax n A
c) leads to P,(A1 n i40) = 1 or P'{A1 nA
c) = l, where 
A1 n A0 or A2 n A0 is an atom of a (A U {A0}) according to the preceding 
considerations. In particular, for every a -algebra A of subsets of a set fi 7-= 0 
being not of countably generated type there exists a system Av i e J, of 
sub-cr-algebras of A being of countably generated type such that the c/-algebra 
S[ \J AA is not of countably generated type and where for any pair A{,A-, xiei J J 
ijel^i^j, the inclusion Ai C A^ or .4. C Ai is valid. Otherwise, according 
to the lemma of Zorn, there would exist some maximal sub- a -algebra of A of 
countably generated type, which is impossible according to the preceding result. 
The converse implication that the property of cr(4.U{.A0}) to be of countably 
generated type might be carried over to the a -algebra A of subsets of a set 
ft 7-- 0, where A0 is some subset of fi, follows from the observation that the 
trace of a (A U {A0}) with respect to A0 and A0 coincides with AnA0 and 
- 4 n i J , respectively. Moreover, it will be shown that A is already of countably 
generated type if 4n^40 and 4n.A0 have this property, which shows that A is of 
countably generated type if a(Au{A0}) is of countably generated type. In the 
case where .An.A0 and 4n^40 are of countably generated type, let P stand for 
some {0,1}-valued probability measure on A. Then P*(A0) = 1 or P*(A0) = 1 
is valid, where P* denotes the outer measure of P . In particular, P*(AC) = 0 
implies P«(A0) = 1 and P*(A0) = 0 yields P*(A
C) = 1 with P# being the inner 
measure of P. Moreover, one arrives by the property of A n A0 and i n i § 
to be of countably generated type at atoms A1 nA0 e An A0 of An A0 and 
A2nA
c E-4n,40 of AnA
c with A. eA,j = 1,2, satisfying P*(A1nA0) = 1 
as well as P*(A2 n A0) = 1 in the case P*(A0) = 1 and P*(A
C) = 1, since P-, 
j = 1,2, defined by PX(A) = P*(.An,40), A e A, and P2(A) = P*(AnA
c
0), 
A e A, are in the case under consideration {0, l}-valued probability measures 
on A. Moreover, P*(AC) = 0 yields on account of P»(AQ) = 1 the existence 
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of some A3 G A satisfying A3 C A0 and P(AS) = 1, from which, in the case 
P*(A0) = 1 and P*(A%) = 0, follows that A1 n A3 G 4̂ is an atom of A 
satisfying P(A1 n A3) = 1 on account of Aa n A3 ^ 0 and Aa n A3 c A1 n A0 
with A . n i o G 4 n A0 being some atom of A n A0, i.e. Aa n A3 = Aj n A0. 
A similar argument yields the existence of some A4 G 4 satisfying A4 C A0 
and P(A4) = 1 in the case P*(A
C) = 1 and P*(A0) = 0, i.e. P*(A
C) = 1 
such that A2 n A4 G .4 is an atom of A with P(A2 n A4) = 1. It remains 
to show the existence of some atom A € A of A satisfying P(A) = 1 in 
the case P*(A0) = 1 and P*(A
C
)) = 1. It will be proved that A1 n A2 plays 
the role of A, where A. G 4., j = 1,2, have been already introduced. First 
of all P(Ar n A2) = 1 is valid on account of P(Aj) = 1, j = 1,2, since 
P*(A1 n A0) = 1 and P*(A2 n A
c) = 1 holds true. Now Al n A2 =i 0 together 
with A2 n A2 = (Aa n A2 n A0) U (Ax n A2 n Ag) yields A2 n A2 n A0 7= 0 
or A1 n A2 n A0 7-- 0, from which one derives A1 n A2 n A0 = A1 n A0 or 
Ax n A2 n Ag = A2 n Ag, since Aa n A0 G . 4 f l i 0 is an atom of A n A0 and 
A2nAg G *4nA0 is an atom of .AnAg. In the case A1nA2nA0 = Ax nA 0 , one 
arrives together with Aa n A2 n A0 = 0 at Ax n A2 = Ax n A2 n A0, from which 
follows that Aj n A2 G *4 is indeed some atom of A with P(Aa n A2) = 1, since 
A1nA2nA0 = AxnA0 G -4nA0 is an atom of AnA0 satisfying P*(A1nA0) = 1. 
Finally, the case where A1nA2nA0=A1n A0 and Aa n A2 n Ag == A2 n A
c is 
valid has to be studied, which occur if Ax n A2 n A0 7= 0 and Aa n A2 n Ag 7-= 0 
holds true in the case P*(A0) = 1 and P*(A0) = 1. For this purpose let B G A 
be non-empty and satisfy B C Ax n A2. It will be shown that B = Aa n A2 
is valid, i.e. Ax n A2 G A is indeed an atom of .4. Now B / 1 9 together with 
P = (B n A0) U (P n Al) leads to P n A0 7= 0 or B n Ag ^ 0. Therefore, 
P C A1nA2 results in P n A 0 = A 1 nA 2 nA 0 as well as BnA
c = A 1 n A 2 n A u , 
since the case B n A0 = 0 or P n A0 = 0 cannot happen, because P n A0 = 0 
implies P = P n A 0 , i.e. P C A1nA2nA0 is valid. Hence A1nA2nA0 = A1nA0 
shows that P = Ax n A0 holds true, since A : n A0 G An A0 is an atom of 4 n A0 
and P 7= 0. In particular, P(B) = 1 on account of P*(Aa n A0) = 1 is valid. 
Now one arrives by P(B) = 1 together with P C AQ at P^(A0) = 1, i.e. 
P*(A0) = 0, whereas in the case under consideration P*(A0) = 1 holds true. A 
similar contradiction yields the assumption P n A0 = 0 , namely P*(A0) = 0, 
whereas P*(A0) = 1 and P*(A
C
)) = 1 is valid in the case under consideration. 
In this case, P n A0 = A1 n A2 n A0 and P n Ag = Aa n A2 n Ag has been 
proved for any non-empty set P G 4 satisfying P C Ax n A2. Hence P = 
(P n A0) U (P n A
c) = (A1 n A2 n A0) U (Ax n A2 n 4g) - - ^ n ^ has been 
shown, i.e. Ax n A2 G 4 is indeed an atom of 4 with P(AX n A2) = 1. 
APPLICATION (CONSERVATION WITH RESPECT TO DIRECT PRODUCTS OF 
cr-ALGEBRAs). Let 4 - stand for o -algebras of subsets of sets ft. ^ 0, j = 1, 2. 
Then it will be shown that the direct product Ax (8) 4 2 of 4 - , j -= 1,2, is 
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of countably generated type if and only if A1 and A2 shares this property of 
Ax ® A2. In the case where A*, j = 1, 2, are of countably generated type, and 
where P is some {0,1}-valued probability measure on A1 ® -4 2, the equation 
P(A) = 1 has to be shown for some atom A G A1 ® A2 of Al ® A2. This 
follows from the observation that the marginal probability measures P, on A •, 
j = 1,2, of P defined by P^AJ = P(A1 xf i 2 ) , A 1 e A l i P2(A2) = P(Q1 xA2), 
A2 G -4 2, are {0, l}-valued. Hence Pj(Aj) = 1 is valid for some atom A. G Aj 
of Aj, j = 1, 2. Moreover, Ax x A 2 G -4a ® *42 is an atom of A1 ® ̂ 42 satisfying 
P(A1xA2) = l. 
For the proof of the converse implication, one starts from some {0,1}-valued 
probability measures P. on A,, j = 1, 2, where .Aj ® ̂ l2 is of countably gener­
ated type. Now the product measure P1 ® P2 on A1 ® A2 is {0,1}-valued, 
and therefore there exists some atom A G Ax ® A2 of ^4a ® A2 fulfilling 
(P1 ® P2)(-4) = 0. Now every atom A e A1 ® A2 of A1 ® ^ 2 is of the type 
.4 = A1 x A2, where -4. G 4̂ • are atoms of Aj, j = 1, 2. This might be shown 
by the structure of atoms of countably generated <j-algebras, which has been 
already described in the example about countably generated cr-algebras, or by 
means of the fact that sections of sets belonging to A1 ® A2 are elements of Aj , 
j = 1,2. Finally, (P, ® P2)(AX x A2) = P^AJP^AJ = 1 yields Pj(Aj) = 1, 
j = l , 2 . 
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